Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: pjessen
Category: Mirrors

Start date: 21/01/2020
Due date: 21/01/2020
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description

Looks like they stopped mirroring in 2017, but they still show some content, also repositories/, just very old.

History

#1 - 21/01/2020 11:36 am - pjessen
- Due date set to 28/01/2020
- Status changed from New to In Progress
- Assignee set to pjessen
- Private changed from Yes to No

Have emailed the admin to inquire about status.

#2 - 31/01/2020 07:16 am - pjessen
- Due date changed from 28/01/2020 to 01/03/2020

No response sofar, I'll disable this mirror.

```bash
# mb show Ubuntu_Taiwan
identifier     : Ubuntu_Taiwan
operatorName   : Ubuntu Taiwan
operatorUrl    : http://www.ubuntu-tw.org/
baseurl        : http://ftp.ubuntu-tw.org/mirror/opensuse/
region         : as
country        : tw
asn            : 1659
prefix         : 163.22.0.0/19
lat,lng        : 23.500,121.000
regionOnly     : False
countryOnly    : False
asOnly         : False
prefixOnly     : False
ipv6Only       : False
otherCountries :
fileMaxsize    : 0
publicNotes    :
score          : 100
enabled        : True
```

05/04/2020
statusBaseUrl : True
admin : Blue T M. Lien
adminEmail : bluet@bluet.org

#3 - 25/03/2020 08:36 am - pjesen
- Due date deleted (01/03/2020)
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Still no response, will delete.